Bond Street Public Realm Improvement Scheme
Bond Street: questions and answers about the proposals
Q1

How will parking and loading be affected by the proposals?

Loading will be permitted within marked bays during certain periods of the day and at night. Parking
will be permitted in ‘unrestricted’ bays overnight and during the day in prescribed pay by phone or
residents parking bays. The proposals seek to provide more footway space during peak pedestrian
periods by minimising the impact of loading. However, there will be 24-hour access to certain bays
throughout the area.
Q2

How will the scheme impact on servicing and delivery vehicles?

Servicing and delivery vehicles will be permitted to load/unload in marked bays in Bond Street
during certain periods of the day and at night. When footway space is needed on Bond Street during
peak pedestrian periods, access for delivery and servicing vehicles will be regulated, though there
will be 24-hour access to certain bays throughout the area.
Q3

Between which hours will loading be permitted?

This depends upon location (see the plans available online), but generally along the central section
of Bond Street loading will be permitted within marked bays between 6.30pm and 11.30am.
Q4

What does ‘unrestricted parking’ mean?

Any vehicle may park in the bay free of charge during ‘unrestricted’ bays.
Q5

How will drivers know where they can park if there are no yellow lines?

In a Restricted Parking Zone (RPZ), you may only park or load within a marked bay which will have a
sign instructing you when you are permitted to park and load.
Q6

What are the ‘hours of control’?

The hours of control are the time period or periods where parking and loading is allowed.
Q7

For how long can I park in a pay by phone bay?

In this area, the maximum stay limit is 4 hours. Other areas of London have different limits.

Q8

Will it still be free to park on Sundays?

Pay by phone bays (and some loading bays) revert to unrestricted parking (free of charge) between
6.30pm and 8.30am every day and all day Sunday. All other types of restrictions/bays in the area
apply 7 days a week.
Q9

Can I stop to let people in/out of my car anywhere?

Set-down and pick-up is permitted at any location except at junctions, zebra crossings or if you cause
an obstruction.
Q10
Is it safe to have bays that ‘change’ use between different time periods? How will drivers
remember where they can and can’t park/load at different times?
The bays will be clearly signed to show when loading or parking is allowed. This is no different to
bays outside of a Restricted Parking Zone.
Q11

Where will drivers (e.g. chauffeurs) be able to wait?

As soon as set-down and pick up activities stop, drivers must wait in a suitable parking bay.
Q12
How will the parking controls be enforced? What will prevent a delivery taking place in the
‘pedestrian space’?
The Westminster City Council Parking Enforcement team will actively enforce any illegal parking or
loading.
Q13

Will all businesses be eligible to apply for the dispensation?

The dispensation scheme will be available to any business that has a need for exceptional loading
activities (such as galleries) which cannot take place from standard loading bays.
Q14
How will the dispensation scheme for businesses work? Will those with a permit be able to
load/unload in the ‘pedestrian space’ between 11.30 am and 6.30pm?
The businesses with a dispensation will be allowed to load during the ‘pedestrian space’ period. This
is anticipated to be infrequent and short term loading only.
Q15

Is it safe to allow loading activity in the ‘pedestrian space’ (for those with a dispensation)?

This is anticipated to be infrequent and short term loading only. There is a safe area for visually
impaired pedestrians, and any vehicles will be moving very slowly.
Q16

Will residents parking still be available?

Yes, there is no impact on resident parking availability.
Q17

Are parking spaces being lost / gained as a result of the proposed changes?

The scheme removes a small number pay by phone spaces. However, other pay by phone bays in
the area are not being fully utilised.

Q18

How many loading bays are being lost / gained as a result of the proposed changes?

The space available for loading will be restricted at certain times of the day, depending upon
location (see plans), yet there will be sufficient space to meet overall demand for loading throughout
the day. Businesses will, however, be required to change the hours during which loading activities
occur.
Q19

Where is disabled parking being moved to? Where can people with a disabled badge park?

The disabled bay on Bond Street (outside Breitling) is being relocated around the corner into
Grosvenor Street.
Q20

How will these proposals affect traffic flow?

There are some changes in traffic flow expected within the area. Bond Street will see a reduction in
traffic, with vehicles utilising alternative routes in the area.
Q21

What changes are you making to Brook Street and Davies Street?

There is a separate scheme to make Brook Street and Davies Street two-way streets. This will allow
traffic to make use of alternative routes in the area.
Q22

How will the scheme impact on emergency vehicle access?

The scheme will have no effect on emergency vehicle access, and indeed at certain periods of the
day access to the kerbside will be improved as a consequence of the proposed changes.
Q23

Do any other projects affect this area?

There is a separate project being undertaken (by ARUP) at the moment with regard to consolidating
freight and waste.
Q24

When will these changes come into effect?

Construction work on the public realm improvement scheme is anticipated to begin in January 2017.
The changes to the parking and loading will occur throughout the next 18 months as sections of the
scheme are completed.
Q25

What should I do if I have comments on these proposals?

We would appreciate your feedback now in order that we can try and address your concerns. The
formal statutory consultation is due to be advertised later this month and if you wish to comment at
this time, you should submit a written response in the defined notice period. This will be clearly
shown on the advertisements.

